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May We Recommend
 Items that merit a trip to the library

compiled by Stephen Drew, Improbable Research staff

Distinguishing Bolts from Screws
Distinguishing Bolts from Screws, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, March 2006. This  
21-page book presents both technical specifications and common sense advice, such as:

U.S. Customs and Border Protection uses fastener industry standards to distinguish bolts  
from screws. When a fastener is described in a fastener industry dimensional standard as 
either a screw or a bolt, we follow that standard. When we have no dimensional standard,  
we go to “Specification for Identification of Bolts and Screws,” ANSI-ASME B18.2.1 1981 
(the “specification”).... 

If it doesn’t meet the primary criteria (and of course, if it doesn’t conform to a fastener 
industry standard for a bolt), then it probably is a screw.

<  Detail from the U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection book: some examples of bolts.

Detail from the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection book: some examples of screws.

>
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AIR Vents
 Exhalations from our readers 

NOTE: The opinions expressed 
here represent the opinions 
of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent the 
opinions of those who hold 
other opinions.

Planetary 
Evidence in Store
On a recent visit to TK Maxx 
(the U.K. subsidiary of the U.S. 
scientific instrument supplier 
TJ Maxx) I discovered this 
equipment labeled “model 
planetarium.” With its 17 
planets, this model adds a datum 
outside the range recorded 
in Steve Trimburger’s paper 
“Limited Lifetime of the Solar 
System” (AIR 15:5) although 
I believe that by interpolation 
we can cautiously deduce its 
date of manufacture to be in the 
second quarter of the nineteenth 
century (possibly c. 1840). This 
additional information suggests 
that planetary loss may be faster 
than previously thought.

Theo Clarke
Tignosis Limited

Ipswich, UK

Lebelous 
Lifespans
My great-great-grandfather 
Abraham Lebel (1850–1907) 
was 46 years of age when 
his first grandchild (my 
grandfather) was born. My 
great-grandfather Hyacinthe 
Paul Lebel (1874–1927) was 
47 years of age when his first 
grandchild (my uncle Raoul) 
was born. My grandfather  
Philip J. Lebel (1896–1970) was 
48 years of age when his first 
grandchild (my cousin Joyce) 
was born. My father Roger J. 
Lebel (b. 1924) was nearly 49 
years of age at the birth of his 
first grandchild (my son Kerry). 
And I (b. 1945) was 50 when 
my first grandchild (Kerry’s 
daughter Caitlin) was born.

The progression is ineluctable: 
46, 47, 48, 49, 50. It obviously 
means that in another 50 
generations my descendents 
will be 100 years old at the 
birth of the first grandchild. 
This presages an extinction 
process, sad to say. I have not 
had an opportunity to determine 
whether this same phenomenon 
is going on in other families, 
but ours is so exemplary that I 
think it safe to assume that we 
represent the whole world.

I will leave it to others with 
greater calculus skills than mine 
to determine whether extinction 
of the species will occur before 
emptying of the solar system 
(which, thanks to Trimberger’s 
article “Limited Lifetime of the 

Solar System” [AIR 15:5], 
we now know will take 
place on 4/13/3703). Either 
way, it’s a bummer and  
no doubt.

Robert Roger Lebel, MD
SUNY Upstate Medical 

University
Syracuse, NY

Puzzle of the Disgruntled Children
Can anyone help me identify the disgruntled children in this 
photograph? This is a science puzzle, and I want to know the 
answer. My professor when I was living in the United States gave 
me this as a sort of humorous scientific historical gift. He was that 
kind of professor. It came with a set of clues. He said that three 
(3) of the children grew up to be famous scientists, one (1) grew 
up to be a famous international financier and criminal, two (2) are 
female, two (2) are male, one (1) famously loathed wearing shoes, 
two (2) were involved with theories about quarks, all (4) excelled at 
mathematics, and one was involved in a famous quarrel in Paris.

I don’t know who any of them 
are, or even how to start finding 
out. That is why I am asking you. 
It looks to me that at least one of 
the children is in distress and has 
to evacuate its bowels soon.

Jin Park, Ph.D.
Busan Gwangyeoksi, South 

Korea

http://www.improbable.com
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Mel at a Convention
My uncle came into possession, shortly after the world war in the 
1940s, of this photo which shows Mel, the little man who always 
appears in your pages. I have drawn the customary arrow to 
indicate his location in the image. Perhaps your readers can help me 
identify the date and location of this event which I believe to be a 
convention or meeting of a scientific organization or perhaps of a 
political party, or maybe of some railroad employees. Your readers, 
too, can help me, I hope, narrow down exactly which of the persons 
here is Mel—I have confined the possibilities to one of the six or so 
people indicated near the very tip of the arrow.

We wonder if the man in the middle is making a rabbit imitation 
with his fingers, and if he is, we wonder why.

Dr. Vreeland Heiss
Hamburg, Germany

Opposes 
Man Who 
Opposes 
Danish 
Woman
I and my colleagues 
wish to go on record 
as opposing the 
views and sentiments 
of Commissioner 
Gerard Heffernon 
Graves. Commissioner 
Graves’s letter (AIR 
16:1) is offensive to 
those of us who work 
with Danish women 
who have and show 
off preserved whale 
penises. Please do not 
heed Commissioner 
Graves’s demand that you “Please stop publishing and republishing 
that photograph of the Danish woman showing off her preserved 
whale penis to those men.” There are sound, good educational 
reasons to continue publishing it. Moreover, we enjoy studying the 
delicate interplay of emotions evident in the faces of the various 
individuals in the photograph, especially the different ways in 
which they seem impressed by the preserved whale’s penis.

Gerard Heffernon Graves
Commissioner, retired

London, UK

Improbable TV
Check out the latest episode on 
Improbable Research TV. Then  
watch them all!

 WHAT:  Three-minute videos  
about research that  
makes people laugh,  
then think.

What’s New on 

 WHERE:    On the web, at www.improbable.com and elsewhere.

http://www.improbable.com/
http://www.improbable.com
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We welcome your suggestions for this and other columns. Please enclose 
the full citation (no abbreviations!) and, if possible, a copy of the paper.

Improbable Research Review
 Improbable theories, experiments, and conclusions

compiled by Dirk Manley, Improbable Research staff

Inverse Relationship of Mouse 
Allergens and the Presence of a Cat
“Housing and Allergens: A Pooled Analysis of Nine U.S. 
Studies,” Jonathan Wilson, Sherry L. Dixon, Patrick Breysse, 
David Jacobs, Gary Adamkiewicz, Ginger L. Chew, Dorr 
Dearborn, James Krieger, Megan Sandel, and Adam Spanier, 
Environmental Research, vol. 110, no. 2, February 2010,  
pp. 189–98. (Thanks to Larry O’Hanlon for bringing this  
to our attention.) The authors report:

We pooled... data from nine asthma studies... to 
identify those housing conditions and occupant 
behaviors that were associated with clinically 
significant allergen levels.

RESULTS. ... mouse allergen was associated with 
rodent control or signs of rodents and inversely 
associated with presence of a cat.

Old Books Up Your Nose
“Material Degradomics: On the Smell of Old Books,” Matija 
Strlic, Jacob Thomas, Tanja Trafela, Linda Csfalvayov, 
Irena Kralj Cigi, Jana Kolar, and May Cassar, Analytical 
Chemistry, vol. 81, no. 20, October 15, 2009, pp 8617–22, 
DOI 10.1021/ac9016049. (Thanks to Tom Gill for bringing 
this to our attention.) The authors, who are variously at 
University College London, U.K., at University of Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, and elsewhere, report:

We successfully transferred and applied -omics 
concepts to the study of material degradation, 
in particular historic paper. The main volatile 
degradation products of paper, constituting the 
particular “smell of old books”, were determined 
using headspace analysis after a 24 h pre-degradation 
procedure.

Gas on Hand
“Gasoline on Hands: Preliminary Study on Collection and 
Persistence,” Melinda Darrer, Joelle Jacquemet-Papilloud, 
and Olivier Delemont, Forensic Science International, 
vol. 175, no. 2, March 5, 2008, pp. 171–8, DOI 10.1016/j.
forsciint.2007.06.017. (Thanks to Tom Gill for bringing this 
to our attention.) The authors, who are respectively at the 
Police Cantonale Vaudoise in Lausanne, Switzerland, at the 
Police Cantonale Valaisanne in Sion, and at the University  
of Lausanne, report:

[A] first study was undertaken to evaluate a simple, 
fast and efficient method for collecting gasoline  
from hands, and to assess its persistence over time… 
A statistical assessment of the results indicates that 
latex and PVC gloves worn for about 20 min, as well 
as paper filter rubbed on hands, allow an efficient 
collection of gasoline applied to hands.

Detail from the Wilson/Dixon/Breysse/Jacobs/Adamkiewicz/Chew/
Dearborn/Krieger/Sandel/ Spanier study. The cat/mouse interaction 
data is in the lower right corner.

http://www.improbable.com
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Improbable Medical Review
 Improbable diagnoses, techniques, and research

compiled by Bertha Vanatian, Improbable Research staff

His Pants Filled With Foam
“A Sticky Situation...”, J. Hardwicke, S. Azad, and J.K.G. 
Laitung, Injury Extra, vol. 37, 2006, pp. 34–5. The authors, 
at Royal Preston Hospital, Preston, UK, report:

A 25-year-old man was admitted under our care 
after referral from a local Accident and Emergency 
Department. Whilst intoxicated the previous night, 
the patient had fallen asleep at a friend’s house 
and was victim to a “practical joke.” He had fallen 
asleep, fully clothed wearing a pair of tight fitting 
denim trousers. The prankster found a can of 
expanding polyurethane foam gap and cavity filler 
and directed the nozzle into the front of his friend’s 
trousers. This did not wake the patient and he slept 
through until the morning when he awoke to find 
the foam had adhered, expanded and cured to fill 
any spaces around his groin area.

Initial attempts to remove the foam and trousers 
with soap and water were futile. The majority of 
the foam was cut away to allow micturition, but a 
substantial amount had tightly adhered to the penis, 
scrotum and pubic hair.

The Case of the Bagel, the Bite,  
and the Ticking Clock
“A New, Occasional Instrument for Measuring Marital 
Quality: The Time Required to Make a Cream Cheese  
and Salmon Bagel Following Funnel-Web Spider Bite,”  
Gary Walter, Medical Journal of Australia, vol. 171,  
nos. 11–12, December 6–20, 1999, pp. 674–5. The author  
is a psychiatrist in Concord West, NSW, Australia. His 
firsthand account includes a slightly more expansive 
description of the incident:

Time taken for your wife to make a salmon and 
cream cheese bagel after you have been bitten by  
a funnel-web spider and before she dispatches you 
to hospital.

The Relationship Between a Beer 
Belly and Beer
“Beer Consumption and the ‘Beer Belly’: Scientific Basis  
or Common Belief?” M. Schutze, M. Schulz, A. Steffen, 
M.M. Bergmann, A. Kroke, L. Lissner, and H. Boeing, 
European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, vol. 63, no. 9, 
September 2009, pp. 1143–9. (Thanks to Tim Reese for 
bringing this to our attention.) The authors, at the German 
Institute of Human Nutrition Potsdam-Rehbruecke in 
Nuthetal, Germany, at Fulda University of Applied 
Sciences, Fulda, Germany, and at University of Gothenburg, 
Gothenburg, Sweden. report:

BACKGROUND/OBJECTIVES: The term “beer 
belly” expresses the common belief that beer 
consumption is a major determinant of waist 
circumference.

CONCLUSIONS: This study does not support the 
common belief of a site-specific effect of beer on 
the abdomen, the beer belly.

Detail from the Schutze/Schulz/Steffen/ Bergmann/Kroke/
Lissner/Boeing beer belly study.

http://www.improbable.com/
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Oklahoma and Texas Look Almost Like  
a Cooking Pan

by Xingjian Liu1, Tinghua Ai2, and Yaolin Liu2

1 Department of Geography, Texas State University-San Marcos, Texas
2 School of Resources and Environmental Science, Wuhan University

In this paper, we apply spatial analytical tool to address the 
question: Which geographic “panhandle” is more similar to  
a real panhandle?

Background: Panhandles
“Panhandle” is an informal geographic term for an elongated 
tail-like protrusion of a geographic entity that is surrounded 
on three sides by land regions not of the same administration. 
The term is derived, as an analogy, from the relation between 
the shapes and relative locations of a cooking pan and its 
panhandle. For example, the United States has panhandles 
such as the “Texas Panhandle” and the “Florida Panhandle.” 
Other countries, too have panhandles, such as the “Panhandle 
of Austria,” the “New Brunswick Panhandle” and the 
“Panhandle of North Korea.” 
To the authors, the geographic term “panhandle” only 
captures some qualitatively geometry of the corresponding 
geographies, and there is no previous study addressing 
how close these panhandles are to a real-world panhandle. 
Because panhandle is defined in the context of a pan, 
answering the obvious question “Which geographic 
‘panhandle’ is more similar to a real-world panhandle?” is 
equivalent to answering “Which U.S. state associated with  
a geographic panhandle looks more like a cooking pan?”

Data
To analyze the shape similarity between 
a cooking pan and portions of nine U.S 
states which are traditionally considered 
to contain a geographic “panhandle,” we 
collected boundary-shape information for 
those states (figure 1). Then we created 
an additional three polygons to mimic 
the shape of a cooking pan from the left 
side-view, from the right side-view and 
from the top-view (figures 2a, b and c). 
All polygon information was entered 
into GenToolTM, a cartography and 
geographic information system (GIS) 
software package, which we used to 
compute the shape similarities between 
the polygons that represent the cooking 
pan and the those representing the  
state boundaries.

                                              

Figure 1. Nine U.S. states with geographic 
panhandles, where panhandles are marked 
with red color (unless you are reading a 
version of this printed in black and white).

Figure 2.

(a) Left side-view

(b) right side-view

(c) top-view of a typical cooking pan

http://www.improbable.com
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Methods
We used Fourier descriptors to summarize the shape of 
boundary polygons. Suppose that one boundary polygon 
consists of N points, with the k-th point has coordinates 
pk (xk , yk ), thus the boundary polygon can be  
parameterized as:

x(k) = xk , y(k)= yk

We then transformed this spatial information of polygon 
coordinates into information in frequency space, through 
discrete Fourier transformation. This allowed us to gain 
insights from a different perspective:

a(v) = F (x(k), y(k))

The Fourier descriptor acts much like moments in 
mathematics: lower order terms approximate polygons’ 
general shapes. Additional higher order terms refine the 
approximation by adding local changes. As an example, we 
reconstructed the boundary polygons by using the first 1st 
through 30th terms in the sequence a(v), and thus produce a 
series of approximations to the original polygons. These are 
illustrated in Table 1. We also performed the same Fourier 
transformation on the three polygons that represent the 
cooking pan.
Table 1 shows that the first 30 terms in a Fourier descriptor 
provides a good approximation of the corresponding 
boundary polygon. Hence we truncate the full Fourier 
descriptor a(v) and only use the first 30 terms (termed as 
feature vector f ). The measure of shape similarity between 
the boundary of a U.S. state and the shape of a cooking pan 
is thus computed as the euclidean distance between their 
corresponding feature vectors.

                                              

Table 2. Euclidean distances between truncated Fourier 
descriptors of nine U.S. states and three views of a generic 
cooking pan. 

Results
The Euclidean distances between the feature vectors of the 
boundaries of each pertinent U.S. state and those of cooking 
pan are presented in Table 2. Among the nine U.S. states 

considered here, the shape of 
Oklahoma is closet to the shape 
of a cooking pan viewed from 
the side; there is an associated 
Euclidean distance of 0.0769. 
Such a close-to-zero value 
indicates that, indeed, Oklahoma 
looks “almost like a cooking 
pan.” The neighboring state, 
Texas, looks similar to a cooking 
pan viewed from the top; the 
associated Euclidean distance  
is 0.1013. 

Conclusion
Oklahoma looks almost like  
a side-view of a cooking pan.  
Texas looks like a top-view of 
cooking pan.

Table 1. Approximations of boundary polygons using different orders of Fourier descriptors.

http://www.improbable.com/
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Cartozoology
Dr. Eilert Sundt
Secretary General, Norwegian Cartozoologic Society
www.kartozoologi.no

cartozoology n. The science or practice of discovering and studying  
animals outlined paradigmatically by street layouts as they appear in maps, 
especially with reference to physical evidence of the animals’ presence in  
the corresponding terrain. 

cartozoologist n. [From French carte ‘map, card’ + modern Latin zoologia  
(as ZOO-, -LOGY)]1

http://www.improbable.com
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As the dictionary definition indicates, cartozoology is 
a study of maps: a search for animal outlines hidden in 
the street layouts primarily of cities. But equally, if not 
more importantly, it is a field study, a study of the terrain: 
the animal outline is meticulously explored on foot. In 
cartozoological terms, this exploration is referred to as a 
“con-tour”.
Cartozoology in Norway, as in the world at large, 
is a young science. Tor Åge Bringsværd’s seminal 
article “Den store fisken i Reykjavik” (“The big fish in 
Reykjavik”)2 is generally accepted as the first properly 
cartozoological work. The term “cartozoology” is more 
recent still. The first recorded instance in print is from 
Bringsværd’s book London3 from 2003. The archives of 
the Norwegian Cartozoologic Society show the term in 
use in private correspondence in February 2003. In other 
words, we are dealing not with a young, but virtually an 
infant science. Nevertheless, we find that not only has a 
cartozoologic method been developed, but also elements 
of self-reflection and a critical methodology can be found 
in the cartozoological texts. As yet no fully-fledged meta-
cartozoology can be said to have emerged; this article is 
intended as a first seed.

The Origins of Cartozoology
Even though cartozoology is a neophyte in the academic 
arena, it has of course not sprung full-born out of nothing.  
As Aphrodite rose from the ocean foam, cartozoology has 
been shaped by ideas and thought currents that have 
undulated through human consciousness since the beginning 
of history.
A fundamental trait of the human psyche is our search for 
meaning and understanding in addition to mere knowledge. 
This wish is naturally accompanied by a deep assumption 
that the meaning of existence is inscribed in the world, in the 
shape of more or less hidden messages that may be read and 
understood by she who acquires the requisite knowledge and 
skill. These are important ingredients in the ideas whence 
cartozoology sprang forth.
In cultural history, we find several cases of discovery and 
examination of emerging animal shapes that have so much 
in common with modern cartozoology that they rightly 
may be described as examples of proto-cartozoology. A 
clear example is the surveying of celestial constellations. 
However, a critical examination of a fairly typical example, 
the constellation Cygnus (the Swan), juxtaposed with an 
image of an actual swan should illustrate that this is not 
particularly fruitful from a cartozoological point of view.
The format of this article prohibits a detailed treatment of all 
proto-cartozoological precursors of the modern science; such 
a project should be reserved for a future monograph. In this 
short article we jump instead to contemporary literature.

Cartozoology continued >

An early example of cartozoology: the constellation
Cygnus the swan, and for comparison, a swan.

http://www.improbable.com/
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Cartozoology and the Humanities
Inasmuch as cartozoology finds its research material 
exclusively in cultural landscapes it has at least one 
foot firmly planted in the humanities. It should come 
as no surprise, then, that we find recent cases of proto-
cartozoology4 in literature. Maybe the most striking example 
is found in Paul Auster’s novel City of Glass from the New 
York Trilogy.5 The protagonist plots the apparently aimless 
wanderings of a certain Mr. Stallman around New York 
and finds that he seems to be writing “THE TOWER OF 
BABEL” in the city streets. Thus Auster ends up in a kind  
of cartotypography.

Nevertheless, this literary example illustrates important 
aspects of cartozoological research: The raw materials—
cartographic representations of the cityscape—rarely yield 
clear, unambiguous images. Cartozoological research is often 
meticulous: only in exceptional cases is a cartozoological 
contour successfully drawn in the first attempt. Innumerable 
iterations may lie behind even the simplest observation. 
In parallel with this contour tracing, actual species 
determination takes place in a hermeneutic interaction. 
The discovery of recognisable antlers or a characteristic 
auricle at one end of an animal may well result in the nether 
extremities at the opposite end being redrawn according 
to a different set of streets, and small paws may easily be 
transformed into larger hooves.

Con-tours in Hammerfest
Here are some con-tours in the city of Hammerfest, Finland.
The West Side Riesenterrier is the first cartozoological 
specimen to be properly documented. As the name indicates, 
it is a formidably large beast. Crossing the embassy area 
and one of the main shopping streets in Oslo, it boasts a 
particularly rich habitat. Amateur explorers should, however, 
note that some properties along the con-tour have restrictions 
on photography. Failure to observe these restrictions may 
result in police reprimands, as the secretariat general have 
learned at some cost.

The Nose-Ringed Dala Horse spans the distance from the 
Norwegian parliament to Oslo City Hall. Interestingly, at 
precisely the point where the underside of its lifted tail joins 
its hindquarters, we find the parliamentary information 
service. Being an iconic Swedish figure, the presence 
of a Dala horse in the centre of the Norwegian capital is 
something of a mystery.

Cartozoology (continued)

Fictional examples of cartozoology, from Paul Auster’s  
novel City of Glass.

http://www.improbable.com
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The Ugly Duckling is a living testament to Danish storyteller 
Hans Christian Andersen’s life and work in the streets of 
Copenhagen. An entire book has been published to document 
the richness of this con-tour alone.6

The Skien Stag marks the birthplace of the highly acclaimed 
father of cartozoology, Tor Åge Bringsværd. The stag was 
also chosen as the emblem for the Norwegian city of Skien’s 
recent 1,000-year anniversary,7 making the cartozoological 
find all the more fitting.

The Obese Stamshound bears witness to surprising secrets 
hidden in the small Norwegian fishing village of Stamsund, 
involving space exploration and the first dog in orbit.
The Scottish Culture Cow is the Everest of cartozoology. 
With a contour length of roughly 21 kilometres (or half 
a marathon) through the streets of Edinburgh, it is rarely 
completed in one day.

Cartozoology continued >

http://www.improbable.com/
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Cartozoology (continued)

The Mercantile Mongrel Dog prowls the heart of the City of 
London. Given the sheer variety and denseness of detail that 
is characteristic of London, this con-tour is best explored in 
the company of friends.
The Danish Mountain Stork is situated near one of 
Denmark’s most impressive mountain plateaus, Ejer Bjerge, 
and its con-tour makes for a pleasant walk around the 
charming town of Skanderborg.

A Call for Research Contributions
The Norwegian Cartozoologic Society was founded in 
Oslo on 19 June 2003, with a mission to map the hidden 
two-dimensional animal life in our close surroundings. The 
society is led by (and consists of) a secretariat comprising 
three secretaries general: as of this writing, they are Tor Åge 
Bringsværd, Roger Pihl and Eilert Sundt. In order to further 
cartozoological research worldwide, we call upon the readers 
of the Annals of Improbable Research to examine their local 
surroundings for cartozoological specimens.
A cartozoological exploration takes place in two phases: 
First the animal is discovered by scrutiny of a suitable street 
map. Then the contour of the animal is traced on foot in 
the corresponding terrain, and all animal life en route is 
documented by notes and preferably photographs. 
As an aide to novice cartozoologists, we publish the society’s 
tips for Cartozoological Expeditions:8

1.  Do not set out on longer expeditions without necessary 
training. Many cartozoological expeditions are long  
and arduous and require the participants to be in good 
physical shape.

2.  Let someone know where you are going. As 
cartozoological expeditions almost always follow paths  
less well trodden, it is essential that any rescue operations 
know where to look. 

3.  Respect the weather and the weather reports. Many have 
been surprised by inclement weather, even in big cities.  
If the expedition takes place on a Sunday or public 
holiday, the range of available shelter in nearby shops  
will, in many parts of the world, be limited. Convenience 
stores and churches often provide adequate shelter.

4.  Listen to experienced city folk. We encourage talking to 
whomever you meet along your way before you venture 
into unknown territory. This can yield a lot of useful 
information when observing the cartozoological contour.

5.  Be prepared for inclement weather, even on short 
expeditions. Always bring an umbrella, credit cards, a 
camera, and whatever the city in question demands. Wet 
is wet, wherever you are, and an expedition may well 
end in failure if you fail to take basic precautions. Some 
establishments do not accept credit cards, and you may 
have to resort to cash (“money”).

http://www.improbable.com
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6.  Remember your map and compass. Even though most city 
streets are sign-posted, it is all too easy to get lost.

7.  Never walk alone. Four cartozoological eyes see better 
than two. Six see better than four, and so on. And besides, 
any coffee stops en route are much nicer with company.

8.  Turn back in time. There is no shame in turning. The city 
will in all likelihood not be demolished tomorrow, and will 
still be there to be explored another day. The city planners 
are not that efficient.

9.  Save your strength. Seek a café if necessary. It may  
be wise to divide an expedition into several stages  
(see tip #8). Check into a hotel or other suitable 
accommodation if rest becomes vital. Be aware that 
sleeping in parks is illegal in many jurisdictions.

Notes
 1   The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English. 

Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2011.
 2   First published in Gateavisa (1975) and in Nazar 1: 

Timeglass (1975), a science-fiction anthology edited by 
Bing & Bringsværd.

 3   Bringsværd, T.A. London. Oslo: Spartacus, 2003.
 4   proto- because the cartozoological sketches are not 

recognised and described as such.
 5   Auster, P. The New York Trilogy. London: Faber and 

Faber, 1987.
 6   Bringsværd, T.A., P. Pihl, and E. Sundt. Det dyriske 

København. Oslo: Galrof forlag, 2007.
 7   An event, interestingly, celebrated 42 years after its 

600-year anniversary.
 8   Translated and adapted from ”Kartozoologiske 

ekspedisjoner” by Roger Pihl in Håndbok i 
kartozoologi, Oslo: Tibe Forlag, 2004.

HMO-NO      The very final word in health care

Health care advice to pass on to your patients

HMO-NO News

Healthy Directions!
Every year several people die or become confused because they got lost and drove, bicycled, or 
walked in the wrong direction. HMO-NO’s Healthy DirectionsTM program* is designed to prevent 
just this kind of death or confusion. 
Sign up for this program and we will give you a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver,** and  
a 360-page manual*** explaining the effects it can have in preventing you from dieing or becoming 
confused.* The health benefits from this are incalculable.

 * Extra fees apply.

 ** Monthly rental fee applies.

 *** Extra fees apply.

“The city planners are  

not that efficient.”
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Teabagging Research Review
by Alice Shirrell Kaswell, Improbable Research staff

Teabagging has recently become a subject of intense interest 
in the United States. The term applies to many activities. 
Here are some of them.

Teabagging and Brown Dog Ticks
“Testing Acaricide Susceptibility of the Brown Dog Tick 
Rhipicephalus sanguineus (Latreille, 1806): II Teabag 
Method,” M.K. Kigaye and J.G. Matthysse, Bulletin of 
Epizootic Diseases of Africa, vol. 22, no. 3, September 1974, 
pp. 279–85.

Teabagging and Maggots
“The Treatment of Suppurative Chronic Wounds With 
Maggot Debridement Therapy” [article in Turkish], Kosta Y. 
Mumcuoglu and Aysegul Taylan Ozkan, Turkiye Parazitoloji 
Dergisi, vol. 33, no. 4, 2009, pp. 307–15. The authors, at 
Hebrew University-Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, 
Israel, report:

Maggot debridement therapy (MDT) is the 
intentional treatment of suppurative skin infections 
with the larvae of the fly, Lucilia sericata. Today, 
this treatment modality is being used in over 30 
countries and during the last 20 years, more than 
60,000 patients have been treated in 2,000 medical 
institutions. Sterile maggots, produced in university 
laboratories and by private industry, are usually 
applied to the wound either by using a cage-like 
dressing or a tea bag–like cage.

Teabagging with 
Painkiller
“The Fentanyl Tea Bag,” 
Fermin Barrueto, Mary 
Ann Howland, Robert S. 
Hoffman, and Lewis S. 
Nelson, Veterinary and 
Human Toxicology, vol. 
46, no. 1, February 2004, 
pp. 30–1. The authors, at 
the University of Maryland 
School of Medicine, report:

Fentanyl patches create 
unique opportunities 
for use and abuse. 
Each patch contains 
100-fold more drug 
than is stated on the 
label in order to create 
the gradient required to 
deliver the stated amount (ie 25–100 microg/h). 
Several methods of abuse of this analgesic have 
been reported, ranging from ingestion to inhalation 
to application of multiple patches to the skin. We 
report the unique case of a 21-y-old woman who 
steeped a fentanyl patch in a cup of hot water and 
then drank the mixture. Coma and hypoventilation 
resulted. The woman was resuscitated with 
naloxone i.v. and recovered without sequelae.

<  Detail from the Mumcuoglu/Ozkan 
maggot teabagging study.

Fermin Barrueto, lead author of  
the study “Fentanyl Tea Bag.” 
Portrait: Nan Swift, Improbable 
Research staff.
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Teabagging Research Review
continued >

Teabagging to Prevent Smell Of 
Contractured Hands
“Four-Finger Grip Bag with Tea to Prevent Smell of 
Contractured Hands and Axilla in Bedridden Patients,” 
Yumiko Fukuoka, Hisashi Kudo, Aiko Hatakeyama, Naomi 
Takahashi, Kayoko Satoh, Naoko Ohsawa, Mayumi Mutoh, 
Masahiko Fujii, and Hidetada Sasaki, Geriatrica and 
Gerontology International, vol. 9, no. 1, March 2009, pp. 
97–9. The authors are variously at Akita Nursing and Welfare 
University, Nisi-Oodate Hospital, Odate, Akita, and Sendai 
Tomizawa Hospital, Sendai, Japan.

Teabagging and Coining
“The Tea Bag Experiment: More Evidence on Incentives 
in Mail Surveys,” Mike Brennan, Janet Hoek, and Philip 
Gendall, International Journal of Market Research, vol. 40, 
no. 4, 1998, pp. 347–52. The authors report:

This paper reports the results of a study which 
compared the effectiveness of a tea bag and a 
$1 coin as prepaid incentives in a mail survey of 
the general public. The tea bag had no effect on 
response rate.

The Hydrodynamics of Teabagging
“Computer Simulation of the Hydrodynamics of Teabag 
Infusion,” G. Lian and C. Astilla, Food and Bioproducts 
Processing, vol. 80, no. 3, September 2002, pp. 155–62, DOI 
10.1205/096030802760309179. The authors, at Unilever 
Research, Colworth Laboratory, Sharnbrook, U.K., report:

In Western Countries the most popular method of 
preparing a tea drink is to infuse a quantity of black 
tea, contained in a teabag, in freshly boiled water.... 
In this paper, the hydrodynamics of teabag infusion 
is described and the effects on infusion performance 
under different brewing conditions are explored....

The results show that for static infusion, natural 
convection is developed around the teabag due to 
the build-up of high solute concentrations in the 
porous fluid of the packed bed of tea leaves.... For 
dynamic infusion, the external agitation results 
in a forced fluid flow through the teabag that is 
much greater than the buoyancy driven natural 
convection.

Detail of the Fukuoka/Kudo/Hatakeyama/Takahashi/Satoh/Ohsawa/
Mutoh/Fujii/Sasaki study about teabagging to prevent the smell of 
contractured hands and axilla in bedridden patients.
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Teabagging To Improve the 
Breastfeeding Experience
“Does Application of Tea Bags to Sore Nipples While 
Breastfeeding Provide Effective Relief?”, Noelie A. 
Lavergne, Journal of Obstetrics, Gynecologic and 
Neonatal Nursing, vol. 26, no. 1, January–February 
1997, pp. 53–8. The author, at St. Boniface General 
Hospital School of Nursing, Winnipeg, Canada, 
explains:

Tea bag and water compresses were more effective 
than no treatment, with no statistically significant 
difference between the two types of compresses.

Detail from the Lavergne study about   
whether applying tea bags to sore nipples  

while breastfeeding provides effective relief.

Teabagging Research Review (continued)
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Teabagging: Removing the Sog
by Alice Shirrell Kaswell, Improbable Research staff

This technical drawing may appear to show a way to dry out 
soggy underwear. It may turn out to be a method to dry out 
soggy underwear. But the specified use is otherwise. The 
patent document explains:
“Teabag Squeezer and Holder”, U.S. patent #3550528, 
granted to Thomas Montague O’Neill, December 29, 1970:

Heretofore, many efforts have been made to provide 
devices that could be used to squeeze any remaining 
liquid from a used teabag, but most such devices are 
deficient in that edge portions of the teabag protrude 
thus permitting free liquid to appear on the exposed 
edges and in that any free liquid that is expressed 
through the faces of the teabag will have a delayed 
drip from the inner faces of such devices....

An object of this invention is to provide a holder 
of the character stated having a perforated inner 
liner coextensive with the inner faces of the front 
and rear panels for retaining any residual liquid that 
may be expressed from the faces of a teabag when 
the panels are squeezed toward each other after the 
teabag has been drawn into the wedge-shaped void.

“It may turn out to be  

a method to dry out  

soggy underwear.”
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Plucked from Obscurity: Screw-In Coffin
Inventive, yet under-publicized devices

by Marina Tsipis, Improbable Research staff

Details of the Scruggs patent. 
According to the inventor, this “shows 
the use of handles, 255, placed into 
the holes in the upper portion of a 
externally threaded screw in type 
Easy Inter Burial Container, 254, 
to facilitate manual turning of the 
unit. Note that the hull shown has 
close spaced external threads 
providing more downward 
pressure per revolution.”

Further detail: “A side view  
of an externally threaded  
screw in type Easy Inter  
Burial Container being  
manually rotated into a  

receiving material by  
several persons using  

handles, 261.”

Still further detail: 
“A side view of 

persons using the 
device, 287, to finish 

the insertion of a 
screw in type Easy 

Inter Burial Container 
into receiving

material.”

U.S. patent application #2007/0050958 
was filed by Donald Scruggs on March 8, 
2007 for an “easy inter-burial container.” 
The document elaborates:

A series of burial containers 
having means by which they can 
be pressed, agitated, screwed 
and/or self bored into a receiving 
material, provide low cost 
interment methods with hermetic 
sealing, security locking, plaque 
and memorial markers and built in 
flower and flag receptacles. They 
greatly reduce excavation labor 
and burial costs while providing 
the respectful funeral services 
currently practiced. They also 
decrease the land space required 
for each burial and provide for 
burials in normally unused areas 
within the cemetery, greatly 
increasing the number of burials 
possible in each cemetery. The 
apparatus and methods can be used 
for all sizes of humans and pets as 
well as for underground storage of 
equipment, supplies, food, water, 
fuel or other such material.

(Thanks to Martin Gardiner for bringing 
this to our attention.)

And further detail still: “A view of four screw in type Easy Inter Burial 
Containers placed in a shallow water area, such as a pond or lake within a 
cemetery, with three of the Easy Inter Burial Containers having tops, 205, 
below the water level and special, topical monuments, such as the cross, 208, 
showing above the water level and the unit on the right having its top and 
plaque, 206, above the water level, but still surrounded by water.”
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Ig® and Beyond
 Some further research adventures of Ig Nobel Prize winners
  compiled by Nan Swift, Improbable Research staff

®

Zampini & Spence: Cues in 
Perception of Electric Toothbrushes
“The Role of Auditory Cues in Modulating the Perception  
of Electric Toothbrushes,” Massimiliano Zampini, S. Guest, 
and Charles Spence, Journal of Dental Research, vol. 82,  
no. 11, 2003, pp. 929–32. Zampini and Spence were awarded 
the 2002 Ig Nobel Prize in nutrition for electronically 
modifying the sound of a potato chip to make the person 
chewing the chip believe it to be crisper and fresher than it 
really is. In this 2003 study they report:

We investigated whether the perception of an 
electric toothbrush might also be affected by the 
sound that it makes. Participants were required 
to make stereotypical brushing movements with 
a standard electric toothbrush while they rated 
either the pleasantness or the roughness of the 
vibrotactile stimulation they felt on their teeth. 
The results demonstrate that the perception of the 
sensations experienced during toothbrush use were 
systematically altered by variations in the auditory 
feedback elicited by the brushing action.

Paxton on Sea Monsters
“The Plural of ‘Anecdote’ Can Be ‘Data’: Statistical Analysis 
of Viewing Distances in Reports of Unidentified Giant 
Marine Animals, 1758–2000,” Charles G.M. Paxton, Journal 
of Zoology, vol. 279, no. 4, 2009, pp. 381–7. Paxton and 
three colleagues shared the 2002 Ig Nobel Prize in biology 
for their report “Courtship Behaviour of Ostriches Towards 
Humans Under Farming Conditions in Britain.” In this 2009 
study on a very different subject, Paxton writes:

It should never be forgotten that although the 
analysis of sea monster reports allows conclusions 
to be drawn about reported sea monsters, it allows 
at best only tentative conclusions about actual sea 
monsters. What is reported is different to what is 
remembered which is different to what was seen 
which is different to what was present.

Detail from the Zampini/Guest/Spence study on the 
perception of electric toothbrushes.

Ig Nobel &  
Improbable Research

BOOKS
Get them in bookstores—or online via www.improbable.com or at other fine and even not-so-fine e-bookstores.
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Cartoon by Nick Kim
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Puzzling Solutions
 Solution to Last Month’s Puzzler

by Emil Filterbag, Improbable Research staff

The affiliations of only eleven (D. Allard, J.A. Bellido, R.M. Kieckhafer, L. Nellen, R. Pelayo, I. Rodriguez-Cabo, 
B.E. Smith, D. Veberic, L. Wiencke, D. Zavrtanik and M. Zavrtanik — all theoretically corrected in this erratum)  
of the 473 co-authors were incorrectly published in the original version of the article.

“Erratum to ‘Atmospheric Effects on Extensive Air Showers Observed with the Surface Detector of the Pierre Auger 
Observatory,’ Astroparticle Physics, vol. 32, no. 2, 2009, pp. 89–99.”
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Boys Will Be Boys
 Research by and for adolescent males of all ages and sexes
  compiled by Katherine Lee, Improbable Research staff

Toilet Tragedy: From Smoked Butt to  
Burned Butt
“A Rare Form of Burn Injury Sustained During Defaecation,” O. Nahlieli, 
A.M. Baruchin, E. Eliava, and L. Rosenberg, Burns, vol. 25, no. 5, August 
1999, pp. 463–4, DOI 10.1016/S0305-4179(99)00019-4.

A 20-year-old painter, soon after concluding his work, poured 
residual thinner fluid into a toilet without flushing it. After a while, 
sitting on the toilet seat he dropped a cigarette into it, thus, igniting 
the thinner. On admission to the emergency room, it was disclosed 
that the patient had second-degree burns of the buttocks. The pattern 
of distribution of the burn fitted exactly to the shape of the bowl 
without involving the anterior portion of the body (Fig. 1a, b).

Semen Collection and Evaluation in 
Gorilla gorilla gorilla
“Semen Collection and Evaluation in Gorilla gorilla 
gorilla,” S.W.J. Seager, D.E. Wildt, N. Schaffer, and C.C. 
Platz, American Journal of Primatology, vol. 3, supp. 1, 
1982, p. 13. 

B.J. Cummings & Swallow: Anal
“Cancer of the Anal Region,” B.J. Cummings , C.J. Swallow, 
and J.A. Ajani, in: Cancer: Principles and Practice of 
Oncology, V.T. DeVita, Jr., S. Hellman, and S.A. Rosenberg 
(eds), Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams and Wilkins, 2008, 
pp. 1301–14. (Thanks to Ken Gorelick for bringing this to 
our attention.)

Detail from the Nahlieli/Baruchin/Eliava/
Rosenberg study about a 20-year-old painter 
who suffered an unusual burn injury.
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Data from the Fauri/Pontier/Raymond study of the number of 
sexual partners athletes claim to have had.

Athletic Numbers
“Student Athletes Claim to Have More Sexual Partners Than 
Other Students,” Charlotte Faurie, Dominique Pontier, and 
Michel Raymond, Evolution and Human Behavior, vol. 25, 
no. 1, January 2004, pp. 1–8. The authors, at Université 
Montpellier, France, explain that:

We investigated the relationship between 
involvement in competitive sport and self-reported 
numbers of sexual partners. Both male and 
female students who compete in sports reported 
significantly higher numbers of partners than other 
students, and within the athletes, higher levels 
of performance predicted more partners.... We 
discuss possible implications for the evolution of 
competitive sport, ritual fighting behavior, and the 
persistence of left-handedness.
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AIR 4:3—Cough & Apology Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 4:4—Animal Behavior Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 4:5—Social Science Issue
AIR 4:6—Math & Money Issue
AIR 5:1—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 5:2—Annual Swimsuit Issue. SOLD OUT

AIR 5:3—Movie Issue
AIR 5:4—Coffee & Tea Issue 
AIR 5:5—Bearded Men Issue
AIR 5:6—Education Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 6:1—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 6:2—Crabs & UFOs Issue
AIR 6:3—Crime & Punishment Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 6:4—Postage & Handling Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 6:5— Bomby the Bombardier Beetle Issue 

SOLD OUT 
AIR 6:6—Eccentrics Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 7:1—Ig Nobel / Sweetie-Poo Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 7:2—YAVIS Psychology Issue
AIR 7:3—Physics Issue 
AIR 7:4—Behavior Issue
AIR 7:5—Animal & Vegetable Issue
AIR 7:6—Holy Grail Issue
AIR 8:1—Ig Nobel / Wedding Issue
AIR 8:2— Pizza, Sex & TV (and Cheese) Issue 
AIR 8:3—Nano-Friendship Issue
AIR 8:4—Wiener Sausage Issue
AIR 8:5—Smelly Issue
AIR 8:6— Art & Science Issue
AIR 9:1—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 9:2—Dismal Science Issue
AIR 9:3—Everything Issue

AIR 9:4— Chicken & Fish  
Issue

AIR 9:5—Murphy’s Law Issue
AIR 9:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 10:1—Beauty Issue
AIR 10:2—Way To Go Issue
AIR 10:3—Loss of Innocence Issue
AIR 10:4—Astronomy Issue
AIR 10:5—Cats Issue
AIR 10:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 11:1—Yawning Issue
AIR 11:2—Puzzling Solutions Issue
AIR 11:3—Security Issue
AIR 11:4— Snails & Cookies Issue  

SOLD OUT
AIR 11:5— Harry Potter & the Exploding  

Toads Issue
AIR 11:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 12:1—Fame & Fortune Issue
AIR 12:2—Painting Issue.
AIR 12:3—Fish & Chips Issue
AIR 12:4—The Issue  SOLD OUT
AIR 12:5—Anatomy Issue SOLD OUT
AIR 12:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 13:1—Coke & Pepsi & Coli Issue
AIR 13:2—Theoretical Figures Issue

AIR 13:3—Rivalry Issue
AIR 13:4—What’s in Your Head Issue
AIR 13:5—Meaning of the Finger Issue
AIR 13:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 14:1—Reclassification/Renaming Issue
AIR 14:2—Writing Research Issue
AIR 14:3—Anti-Terrorism Issue
AIR 14:4—Colorful Research Issue
AIR 14:5—Dots and Spots Issue
AIR 14:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 15:1—Mummies, Zombies, & Bagels Issue
AIR 15:2—Navel Lint Issue
AIR 15:3—Accounting Issue
AIR 15:4—Instructions & Executions Issue
AIR 15:5—Helmets & Lost Planets Issue
AIR 15:6—Ig Nobel Issue
AIR 16:1—Beards & Bagels & Paper Airplanes Issue

Teachers: You have our permission—and 
encouragement— to photocopy AIR articles 
and hand them out in your classroom.
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Ptak: British 
Pyramid of 
Life, 1912

by John F. Ptak
Ptak Science Books
http://longstreet.typepad.
com/thesciencebookstore

This pictorial graph shows various classes 
of British workers in the year 1912. Their 
places on the stairs represent their likely 
lifespan relative to each other.
At the bottom: general laborers, the 
backbone of the society, ranking well down 
beyond virtually everyone else save for 
dock laborers. 
At the top of the list of health comes 
the clergy, followed by gardeners, 
gamekeepers and farmers. Next are 
grocers, farm laborers, platelayers, coal 
merchants and barristers and solicitors. 
Down on the bottom steps of the health 
temple are tanners, carpenters, gas workers, 
coal miners, millers, clerks, bricklayers, 
fitters, indoor servants, blacksmiths, 
plumbers, saddlers, tobacconists, slaters, 
glassmakers, fishermen — and those dock 
laborers and general laborers.
Note: Hygeia, represented in the statue 
at top, was the goddess of good health, 
and the daughter and attendant of the god 
Asklepios, a sister of Panakeia (all cure) 
and Iaso (remedy) and a companion of 
Aphrodite, the goddess of love. 

http://www.improbable.com
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Icky Cutesy Research Review
 Research reports that are icky and/or cutesy

compiled by Alice Shirrell Kaswell, Improbable Research staff

Cutesy: Post-Nasal Drip
“Post-Nasal Drip Syndrome: A Symptom to be Sniffed At?” 
A.H. Morice, Pulmonary Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 
vol. 17, no. 6, 2004, pp. 343–5.

Cutesy: The Return of the  
Prodigal Swine
“The Return of the Prodigal Swine,” D. Yalden, The 
Biologist, vol. 48, no. 6, December 2001, pp. 259–62.

Icky
“Inadvertent Application of Superglue as Eye Ointment,” 
A. Mandal, D. Imran, and M.W. Erdmann, Irish Medical 
Journal, vol. 96, no. 10, 2003, pp. 310–1.

Icky: Tractor
“Suicidal Decapitation Using a Tractor Loader: A Case 
Report and Review of the Literature,” Stéphanie Racette, 
Truong Tho Vo, and Anny Sauvageau, Journal of Forensic 
Sciences, vol. 52, no. 1, 2007, pp. 192–4. The authors 
explains:

The head was recovered in the loader... This very 
unique case of intentional suicidal decapitation is 
the first reported case of a planned system intended 
to create decapitation outside the unique case 
of homemade guillotine and the more common 
decapitation by train.
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Soft Is Hard
 Further evidence why the “soft” sciences are the hardest to do well

compiled by Alice Shirrell Kaswell and Bissell Mango, Improbable Research staff

Swearing as a Response to Pain
“Swearing as a Response to Pain,” Richard Stephens,  
John Atkins, and Andrew Kingston, Neuroreport, 
vol. 20 , no. 12, 2009, pp.1056–60, DOI 10.1097/
WNR.0b013e32832e64b1. (Thanks to Robert Bendesky 
for bringing this to our attention.) The authors, at Keele 
University, U.K., report:

Participants submerged their nondominant hand in 
the room temperature water for 3 min before each 
cold-pressor trial to create a standardized starting 
point. Then the participants immersed the same 
hand in the cold water with the instruction that they 
should submerge their unclenched hand for as long 
as they could, while repeating their chosen word. 
Timing began when the hand was fully immersed 
and stopped when the hand was fully removed  
from the water. A 5-min time limit was imposed;  
10 participants reached this limit in one or both 
trials. One participant was excluded because none 
of their suggested words were swear words.

Why Do Women Swear?
“Why Do Women Swear? An Exploration of Reasons  
for and Perceived Efficacy of Swearing in Dutch Female 
Students,” Eric Rassin and Peter Muris, Personality  
and Individual Differences, vol. 38, no. 7, May 2005,  
pp. 1669–74. (Thanks to Alisa Frith for bringing this to  
our attention.) The authors, who are at Erasmus University 
in The Netherlands, explain that:

Whereas swearing is unacceptable and forbidden 
under some circumstances, it is quite common and 
even popular in others. Although some scientific 
attention has been directed at the content of 
swearwords, virtually nothing is known about 
people’s reasons to swear, or about the (perceived) 
efficacy of swearing. In the present study, 72 
female undergraduate students completed several 
questionnaires pertaining to swearing, aggression, 
and life satisfaction. It was found that respondents 
reported to swear quite regularly, that the expression 
of negative emotions was the most prominent 
reason to swear, and that respondents realised 
that swearing is not a very fruitful reaction. 
Furthermore, while swearing was associated with 
various other forms of aggression, it was not 
correlated with (lack of) life satisfaction.

The Stephens/
Atkins/Kingston 

study on  
swearing  
and pain.

Data from the 
Stephens/Atkins/

Kingston study  
on swearing  

and pain.

The Rassin/
Muris study 
on why 
Dutch women 
swear.

Data from the 
Rassin/Muris 
study on why 
Dutch women 
swear.
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XKCD by Randall Monroe: “Like the Riemann Zeta Function”

PrePare yourself for the 20th fIrst annual  
Ig® nobel PrIze Ceremony!

thursday, sePtember 30, 2010
sanders Theatre, harvard university

thursday, sePtember 30, 2010
sanders Theatre, harvard university

Tickets go on sale 
August 1, 2010

Tickets go on sale 
August 1, 2010

2009 Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony. Photo: Alexey Eliseev.2009 Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony. Photo: Alexey Eliseev.
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